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THE SAINT AND THE SULTAN
THE CRUSADES, ISLAM, AND FRANCIS OF ASSISI'S MISSION OF PEACE
Image Documents a meeting between St. Francis of Assisi and Islamic leader Sultan Malik al-Kamil to illuminate the
saint's lesser-known eﬀorts as a peacemaker, describing their discussions on behalf of ending the Crusades.

PEACEBUILDING IN A FRACTIOUS WORLD
ON HOPING AGAINST ALL HOPE
Wipf and Stock Publishers In January 2017 Mikhail Gorbachev, former president of the Soviet Union, said that it looks
as if the world is preparing for war. And Pope Francis noted that war is already being fought piecemeal around the
world. In this book we argue that since violence begets violence, we must privilege soft power over military might, if
we are to have peace on earth. Gandhi used soft power in India overcame British military might, and King used it to
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bring about integration in the 1960s. Soft power brought about the nuclear nonproliferation treaty, the Kyoto climate
agreement, and Iran’s agreement to refrain from making nuclear weapons. Soft power involves both dialogue between
world leaders and conﬂict resolution, and privileges diplomacy over war. As General James Mattis said in 2013, “If you
don’t fund the State Department fully, then I need to buy more ammunition.”

CHRISTIANS AND MUSLIMS IN THE MIDDLE AGES
FROM MUHAMMAD TO DANTE
Lexington Books The conﬂict and contact between Muslims and Christians in the Middle Ages is among the most
important but least appreciated developments of the period from the seventh to the fourteenth century. Michael
Frassetto argues that the relationship between these two faiths during the Middle Ages was essential to the cultural
and religious developments of Christianity and Islam—even as Christians and Muslims often found themselves engaged
in violent conﬂict. Frassetto traces the history of those conﬂicts and argues that these holy wars helped create the
identity that deﬁned the essential characteristics of Christians and Muslims. The polemic works that often
accompanied these holy wars was important, Frassetto contends, because by deﬁning the essential evil of the enemy,
Christian authors were also deﬁning their own beliefs and practices. Holy war was not the only deﬁning element of the
relationship between Christians and Muslims during the Middle Ages, and Frassetto explains that everyday contacts
between Christian and Muslim leaders and scholars generated more peaceful relations and shaped the literary,
intellectual, and religious culture that deﬁned medieval and even modern Christianity and Islam.

THE COMPLETE FRANCIS OF ASSISI
HIS LIFE, THE COMPLETE WRITINGS, AND THE LITTLE FLOWERS
Paraclete Press There are many editions of the writings of St. Francis, and biographies about him, but here in one
volume are both, plus the complete text of the late medieval work, The Little Flowers, which did more to establish the
legend of the man than any other work. This "Paraclete Giants" edition includes the complete Road to Assisi, Paul
Sabatier's ground-breaking and foundational biography of the saint, ﬁrst published in French in 1894 and re-issued
and expanded in 2002; the complete Francis in His Own Words: The Essential Writings; and The Little Flowers, thus
oﬀering the best introduction to St. Francis yet available between two covers. Other Paraclete Giants include The
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Complete Julian of Norwich and The Complete Introduction to the Devout Life, both translated and introduced by Fr.
John-Julian, OJN.

THE WORLD OF ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI
ESSAYS IN HONOR OF WILLIAM R. COOK
BRILL In The World of St. Francis of Assisi, thirteen scholars from diverse academic disciplines oﬀer accounts of the
way in which St. Francis shaped the world in which he lived and trace the saint’s legacy in the intervening seven
centuries.

FRANCIS: THE JOURNEY AND THE DREAM
Franciscan Media In 1972, a young Franciscan friar named Murray Bodo wrote a unique book about the life of St.
Francis of Assisi. Francis: The Journey and the Dream oﬀered readers a unique combination of lyrical prose and brief,
absorbing vignettes that inspired hundreds of thousands of people all over the world to contemplate the life of the
famous saint and see him in a new way. Fifty years and over 200,000 copies later, this book still captivates people
everywhere, and Fr. Bodo is still writing about St. Francis and the Franciscan way of life. His poetic style continues to
draw readers in, and he himself continues to gaze in wonder at the saint who worked nearly his entire life to rebuild
the church. This special anniversary edition includes a new preface in which Fr. Bodo reﬂects on a half century spent
immersed in the Franciscan way.

ST FRANCIS AND THE FOOLISHNESS OF GOD
REVISED EDITION
Orbis Books

FACES OF CHARISMA: IMAGE, TEXT, OBJECT IN BYZANTIUM AND THE MEDIEVAL WEST
BRILL In Faces of Charisma: Image, Text, Object in Byzantium and the Medieval West, a multi-disciplinary group of
scholars advances the theory that charisma may be a quality of art as well as of person.
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FOLLOWING JESUS IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF FRANCIS
A GUIDE TO LIVING A FRANCISCAN SPIRITUALITY FOR EVERYONE
Lantern Books

THE LITTLE FLOWERS OF SAINT FRANCIS
Paraclete Press These stories of St. Francis and his ﬁrst followers have inspired millions of people over the centuries.
Since they were ﬁrst committed to paper, they have motivated people to become better followers of Jesus (not St.
Francis). For that reason, they have endured unlike any other early Franciscan literature. Many of the stories are
known to us from other biographical sources, but in some cases, here they are expanded or made more ﬂorid. This
edition of The Little Flowers is unique in its physical beauty as well as its editorial arrangement. For the ﬁrst time, the
stories have been arranged in the most likely chronological ordering of when they happened - rather than following the
traditional ordering of them handed down for centuries. As a result, today's reader is now able to read The Little
Flowers as a biograpical narrative of the life of St. Francis and the world-transforming movement that he founded.

TRANSCENDING MISSION
THE ECLIPSE OF A MODERN TRADITION
InterVarsity Press Is the language of mission clearly evident across the broad reaches of time? Or has the modern
missionary enterprise distorted our view of the past? Michael Stroope investigates how the modern church has come to
understand, speak of, and engage in the global expansion of Christianity, oﬀering a hopeful way forward in this
pressing conversation.

A COMMUNICATION PERSPECTIVE ON INTERFAITH DIALOGUE
LIVING WITHIN THE ABRAHAMIC TRADITIONS
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Communication theory provides a compelling way to understand how people of faith can and
should work together in today s tumultuous world. In this book, ﬁfteen authors present their experiences and analyses
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of interfaith dialogue, and contextualize interfaith work within the frame of rhetorical and communication studies."

FRANCIS OF ASSISI
A NEW BIOGRAPHY
Cornell University Press Among the most beloved saints in the Catholic tradition, Francis of Assisi (c. 1181-1226) is
popularly remembered for his dedication to poverty, his love of animals and nature, and his desire to follow perfectly
the teachings and example of Christ. During his lifetime and after his death, followers collected, for their own
purposes, numerous stories, anecdotes, and reports about Francis. As a result, the man himself and his own concerns
became lost in legend. In this authoritative and engaging new biography, Augustine Thompson, O.P., sifts through the
surviving evidence for the life of Francis using modern historical methods. The result is a complex yet sympathetic
portrait of the man and the saint. Francis emerges from this account as very much a typical thirteenth-century Italian
layman, but one who, when faced with unexpected crises in his personal life, made decisions so radical that they
challenge his own society-and ours. Unlike the saint of legend, this Francis never had a unique divine inspiration to
provide him with rules for following the teachings of Jesus. Rather, he spent his life reacting to unexpected challenges,
before which he often found himself unprepared and uncertain. The Francis who emerges here is both more complex
and more conﬂicted than that of older biographies. His famed devotion to poverty is found to be more nuanced than
expected, perhaps not even his principal spiritual concern. Thompson revisits events small and large in Francis's life,
including his troubled relations with his father, his contacts with Clare of Assisi, his encounter with the Muslim sultan,
and his receiving the Stigmata, to uncover the man behind the legends and popular images. A tour de force of
historical research and biographical writing, Francis of Assisi: A New Biography is divided into two complementary
parts-a stand alone biographical narrative and a close, annotated examination of the historical sources about Francis.
Taken together, the narrative and the survey of the sources provide a much-needed fresh perspective on this iconic
ﬁgure. "As I have worked on this biography," Thompson writes, "my respect for Francis and his vision has increased,
and I hope that this book will speak to modern people, believers and unbelievers alike, and that the Francis I have
come to know will have something to say to them today."

MAIMONIDES THE UNIVERSALIST
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THE ETHICAL HORIZONS OF THE MISHNEH TORAH
Liverpool University Press Maimonides ends each book of his legal code the Mishneh torah with a moral or
philosophical reﬂection, in which he lifts his eyes, as it were, from purely halakhic concerns and surveys broader
horizons. Menachem Kellner and David Gillis analyse these concluding paragraphs, examining their verbal and
thematic echoes, their adaptation of rabbinic sources, and the way in which they coordinate with the Mishneh torah’s
underlying structures, in order to understand how they might inﬂuence our interpretation of the code as a whole—and
indeed our view of Maimonides himself and his philosophy. Taking this unusual cross-section of the work, Kellner and
Gillis conclude that the Mishneh torah presents not only a system of law, but also a system of universal values. They
show how Maimonides fashions Jewish law and ritual as a programme for attaining ethical and intellectual ends that
are accessible to all human beings, who are created equally in the image of God. Many reject the presentation of
Maimonides as a universalist. The Mishneh torah especially is widely seen as a particularist sanctuary. This study
shows how profoundly that view must be revised.

THE FRANCISCAN HEART OF THOMAS MERTON
A NEW LOOK AT THE SPIRITUAL INSPIRATION OF HIS LIFE, THOUGHT, AND WRITING
Ave Maria Press Daniel Horan, O.F.M., popular author of Dating God and other books on Franciscan themes—and expert
on the spirituality of Thomas Merton—masterfully presents the untold story of how the most popular saint in Christian
history inspired the most popular spiritual writer of the twentieth century, and how together they can inspire a new
generation of Christians. Millions of Christians and non-Christians look to Thomas Merton for spiritual wisdom and
guidance, but to whom did Merton look? In The Franciscan Heart of Thomas Merton, Franciscan friar and author Daniel
Horan shows how, both before and after he became a Trappist monk, Merton’s life was shaped by his love for St.
Francis and for the Franciscan spiritual and intellectual tradition. Given recent renewed interest in St. Francis, this
timely resource is both informative and practical, revealing a previously hidden side of Merton that will inspire a new
generation of Christians to live richer, deeper, and more justice-minded lives of faith.

RECLAIMING FRANCIS
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HOW THE SAINT AND THE POPE ARE RENEWING THE CHURCH
Ave Maria Press As Pope Francis continues to call for the rebuilding of the Church, Msgr. Charles M. Murphy, author of
The Spirituality of Fasting and Eucharistic Adoration, oﬀers a timely look at what today’s Church can learn from St.
Francis of Assisi about evangelization and renewal. When Archbishop Jorge Bergoglio chose the name Francis, a
renewed sense of hope and energy swept through the Church. In this timely book, Msgr. Charles M. Murphy examines
the correlations between the two Francises and shows why St. Francis is an ideal model for today. Just as in St.
Francis’s time, today’s Church can only be rebuilt and reinforced by a spiritual renewal that comes from within itself, a
vision that Pope Francis carries forward in the New Evangelization. Pope Paul VI, the ﬁrst modern pope to focus on
evangelization, once said, “People today listen more to witnesses than to teachers.” Pope Francis knows that St.
Francis is just such a witness and Murphy enlivens them both for his readers.

PEACEMAKING AND THE CHALLENGE OF VIOLENCE IN WORLD RELIGIONS
John Wiley & Sons Written by top practitioner-scholars who bring a critical yet empathetic eye to the topic, this
textbook provides a comprehensive look at peace and violence in seven world religions. Oﬀers a clear and systematic
narrative with coverage of Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, and Native American
religions Introduces a diﬀerent religion and its sacred texts in each chapter; discusses ideas of peace, war,
nonviolence, and permissible violence; recounts historical responses to violence; and highlights individuals within the
tradition working toward peace and justice Examines concepts within their religious context for a better understanding
of the values, motivations, and ethics involved Includes student-friendly pedagogical features, such as enriching endof-chapter critiques by practitioners of other traditions, deﬁnitions of key terms, discussion questions, and further
reading sections

MODERN PAPAL DIPLOMACY AND SOCIAL TEACHING IN WORLD AFFAIRS
Routledge This comprehensive collection oﬀers a concise introduction to the institutional framework of the Holy See,
conceptualizing papal agency and positions from a range of international theory perspectives. The authors –
international scholars from political science, history, and religious studies – explore multiple ﬁelds of papal and Vatican
inﬂuence, ranging from spy networks and inter-religious dialogue to social doctrine and religious freedom. This book
demonstrates that, contrary to secularization theory, the papacy is not in decline in world politics. Since World War II,
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the Holy See has played a steadily increasing role in international relations. Globalization supports the role of the
Catholic Church as a transnational actor not only in the advanced industrial societies of the West but also increasingly
across the Global South. In this volume, the authors document the legacies of John Paul II and Benedict XVI as well as
the current pontiﬁcate of Pope Francis from a range of contemporary perspectives. This book comprises research
articles and commentary essays on the papacy in world politics originally published in The Review of Faith &
International Aﬀairs.

ART AND VIOLENCE IN THE MIDDLE AGES AND THE RENAISSANCE
Cambridge Scholars Publishing This collection of essays explores the intersection of art and violence in the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance. It will appeal primarily to students and scholars in the ﬁelds of Medieval and Renaissance
Studies, and will also be of interest to readers with an interest in medieval and early modern art history.

EAST MEETS WEST IN THE MIDDLE AGES AND EARLY MODERN TIMES
TRANSCULTURAL EXPERIENCES IN THE PREMODERN WORLD
Walter de Gruyter This new volume explores the surprisingly intense and complex relationships between East and West
during the Middle Ages and the early modern world, combining a large number of critical studies representing such
diverse ﬁelds as literary (German, French, Italian, English, Spanish, and Arabic) and other subdisciplines of history,
religion, anthropology, and linguistics. The diﬀerences between Islam and Christianity erected strong barriers
separating two global cultures, but, as this volume indicates, despite many attempts to 'Other' the opposing side, the
premodern world experienced an astonishing degree of contacts, meetings, exchanges, and inﬂuences. Scientists,
travelers, authors, medical researchers, chroniclers, diplomats, and merchants criss-crossed the East and the West, or
studied the sources produced by the other culture for many diﬀerent reasons. As much as the theoretical concept of
'Orientalism' has been useful in sensitizing us to the fundamental tensions and conﬂicts separating both worlds at
least since the eighteenth century, the premodern world did not quite yet operate in such an ideological framework.
Even though the Crusades had violently pitted Christians against Muslims, there were countless contacts and a
palpitable curiosity on both sides both before, during, and after those religious warfares.
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GOSPEL WITNESS THROUGH THE AGES
A HISTORY OF EVANGELISM
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing A deﬁnitive history of Christian evangelism—including noteworthy persons, movements,
and methods from the past Christians have been sharing the good news of Jesus Christ with nonbelievers for two
thousand years. Within this deep history is wisdom for today—including numerous models for understanding what
evangelism is and how it should be done. In Gospel Witness through the Ages, David Gustafson introduces readers to
evangelism’s noteworthy persons, movements, and methods from the entire scope of church history—including both
examples to emulate and examples to avoid. With this thorough historical approach, Gustafson expands the reader’s
conception of the evangelistic task and suggests new ways to shape our identity as gospel witnesses today through
the inﬂuence of these earlier generations of Christians. With discussion questions for further reﬂection and primary
sources from major evangelistic ﬁgures of the past, Gospel Witness through the Ages is the most deﬁnitive history of
evangelism available—essential for understanding how Christians today can continue proclaiming the gospel to the
whole world, as Christians have in every century past.

EAGER TO LOVE
THE ALTERNATIVE WAY OF FRANCIS OF ASSISI
Franciscan Media Francis of Assisi is one of the most beloved of all saints. Both traditional and entirely revolutionary,
he was a paradox. He was at once down to earth and reaching toward heaven, grounded in the rich history of the
Church while moving toward a new understanding of the world beyond. Globally recognized as an ecumenical teacher,
Richard Rohr started out—and remains—a Franciscan friar. The loving, inclusive life and preaching of Francis of Assisi
make him a recognizable and beloved saint across many faith traditions. He was, as Rohr notes, “a master of ‘making
room for it’ and letting go of that which was tired or empty.” Francis found an “alternative way” to follow Jesus, one
that disregarded power and privilege and held fast to the narrow path of the Gospel. Rohr helps us look beyond the
birdbath image of the saint to remind us of the long tradition founded on his revolutionary, radical, and life-changing
embrace of the teachings of Jesus. Rohr draws on Scripture, insights from psychology, and literary and artistic
references, to weave together an understanding of the tradition as ﬁrst practiced by St. Francis. Rohr shows how his
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own innovative theology is ﬁrmly grounded in the life and teaching of this great saint and provides a perspective on
how his alternative path to the divine can deepen and enrich our spiritual lives. The audio edition of this book can be
downloaded via Audible.

PEACE IN WORLD HISTORY
Routledge In Peace in World History, Peter N. Stearns examines the ideas of peace that have existed throughout
history, and how societies have sought to put them into practice. Beginning with the status of peace in early huntergatherer and agricultural societies, and continuing through the present day, the narrative gives students a clear view
of the ways people across the world have understood and striven to achieve peace throughout history. Topics covered
include: Comparison of the ‘pax Romana’ and ‘pax Sinica’ of Rome and China Concepts of peace in Buddhism,
Christianity, and Islam, and their historical impact The place of peace in the periods of expanding empires The
emergence, starting in the 19th century, of formal schemes to promote peace amid increasingly destructive
technologies for warfare Moving away from the view of history as a series of military conﬂicts, Peace in World History
oﬀers a new way of looking at world history by focusing on peace. Showing how concepts of peace have evolved over
time even as they have been challenged by war and conﬂict, this lively and engaging narrative enables students to
consider peace as a human possibility.

THE LIVING NATIVITY
PREPARING FOR CHRISTMAS WITH SAINT FRANCIS
Upper Room Books Who came up with the idea of using nativity scenes to celebrate Christmas? Many might be
surprised to learn that Francis of Assisi, the well-known thirteenth-century saint, is credited with creating the ﬁrst
nativity scene. The Living Nativity introduces readers to Saint Francis and his joyous reenactment of the birth of Jesus,
complete with a manger and animals. The Living Nativity explores how nativity sets, Advent wreaths, candles, carols,
Christmas cards, and other traditions help prepare our hearts for the God "who bends low to enter our world and our
lives." Prayer poems for each day of the season lead readers to deepen their spiritual journey, and the book provides a
guided pattern for individuals and small groups to share reﬂections and experience activities that open their hearts to
the Christ child. The Living Nativity provides a prayer, meditation, and reﬂection questions for each day of Advent. The
Leader's Guide includes suggestions for worship, discussion questions focused on the readings, and guidance for a
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mini-retreat on a theme of the week.

IN THE SPIRIT OF ST. FRANCIS AND THE SULTAN:
Orbis Books

LEVANT, CRADLE OF ABRAHAMIC RELIGIONS
STUDIES ON THE INTERACTION OF RELIGION AND SOCIETY FROM ANTI
LIT Verlag Münster The volume is the result of a Lecture Series on The Levant, Cradle of Abrahamic Religions, which
engaged scholars on topics related to the cultural and religious diversity of the historical Levant. Like a jigsaw, the
studies contained within showcase interlock fragments of the historical encounters between faiths, religions and
societies in a rich Levantine and Oriental space, in an attempt to render them more accessible to readers today by
focusing both on broader religious phenomena as well as on the practical, liturgical and social interaction between
traditions and mentalities, features representative of both faith and society at large.

ST. FRANCIS OF AMERICA
HOW A THIRTEENTH-CENTURY FRIAR BECAME AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR SAINT
UNC Press Books How did a thirteenth-century Italian friar become one of the best-loved saints in America? Around the
nation today, St. Francis of Assisi is embraced as the patron saint of animals, beneﬁcently presiding over hundreds of
Blessing of the Animals services on October 4, St. Francis's Catholic feast day. Not only Catholics, however, but
Protestants and other Christians, Hindus, Buddhists, Jews, and nonreligious Americans commonly name him as one of
their favorite spiritual ﬁgures. Drawing on a dazzling array of art, music, drama, ﬁlm, hymns, and prayers, Patricia
Appelbaum explains what happened to make St. Francis so familiar and meaningful to so many Americans. Appelbaum
traces popular depictions and interpretations of St. Francis from the time when non-Catholic Americans "discovered"
him in the nineteenth century to the present. From poet to activist, 1960s hippie to twenty-ﬁrst-century messenger to
Islam, St. Francis has been envisioned in ways that might have surprised the saint himself. Exploring how each vision
of St. Francis has been shaped by its own era, Appelbaum reveals how St. Francis has played a sometimes
countercultural but always aspirational role in American culture. St. Francis's American story also displays the zest
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with which Americans borrow, lend, and share elements of their religious lives in everyday practice.

ISLAM AND CHRISTIANITY
THEOLOGICAL THEMES IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Univ of California Press "John Renard presents a judicious overview of Muslim and Christian ways of 'being in the
world.' This work eloquently refutes common Western stereotypes regarding Muslims and Islam and adds to the
growing call for Muslim-Christian understanding on a global scale. It is an elegantly crafted book."—David L. Johnston,
author of Earth, Empire and Sacred Text: Muslims and Christians as Trustees of Creation "John Renard oﬀers a lucid
portrayal of the major aspects of Christianity and Islam, identifying numerous points of congruence without denying
signiﬁcant dissimilarities. The call he makes for Christians and Muslims to show greater mutual awareness and respect
is persuasive and hard to ignore." —David Thomas, Professor of Christianity and Islam, University of Birmingham

LIBERATION AGAINST ENTITLEMENT
CONFLICTING THEOLOGIES OF GRACE AND CLASHING POPULISMS
Wipf and Stock Publishers Christianity and politics cannot and should not be divided. But in times of deep social
division, how do Christians make political choices that aim to build a society of justice and peace, where wholeness and
unity reign? With special reference to two apparently very diﬀerent contexts, Brazil and the Czech Republic, this book
delves into this question, suggesting that behind a clash of political populisms, there is a deeper theological conﬂict.
Grace, the action of God in the world, is understood by some as material reward for their giving, and thus as an
entitlement to goods, ﬁnancial rewards, or narrow national interests. For others, grace is a gift of God that always
goes beyond any attempt to possess it and enables attention to the other, especially the other who is poor, excluded,
and oppressed. What this means concretely is discussed through a close reading of Pope Francis’s Fratelli Tutti.
Another world is possible, and this book sets out a vision of what it will look like.

IN SEARCH OF UNDERSTANDING
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REFLECTIONS ON CHRISTIAN ENGAGEMENT WITH MUSLIMS AFTER FOUR DECADES OF ENCOUNTER
Wipf and Stock Publishers Clinton Bennett reﬂects on four decades of engagement with Muslims and Christian-Muslim
relations as a missionary, scholar, and interfaith activist. Set in the context of his personal story, chapters discuss a
series of critical questions to the Christian-Muslim relationship reprising earlier writing. Bennett asks: can Christians
appreciate the prophet Muhammad as a genuine messenger from God or is this theological treason? How might
Christians respond to the Muslim claim that Jesus was a prophet and is not God incarnate? Can Christians with integrity
regard the Qur'ān as a word from God, and is there any possibility of rapprochement on the issue of whether Jesus died
on the cross? Focusing on the United States, Bennett also describes church-sponsored Christian-Muslim initiatives and
oﬀers suggestions on how Christians can rethink their ideas about Muslims and cooperate with them in peace and
justice advocacy, and social and community development. Exploring some of the causes of Islamophobia, Bennett set
out to challenge Christians to keep the commandment not to bear false witness against their Muslim neighbors.

RELIGIOUS MINORITIES IN IRAQ
CO-EXISTENCE, FAITH AND RECOVERY AFTER ISIS
Bloomsbury Publishing The religious minorities of Iraq suﬀered immense violence at the hands of ISIS and they are
now trying to rebuild their lives. In their own words, this book tells their stories of resilience against oppression,
creativity in the darkest moments, and hope amidst death. Covering the experiences of the Christians, Kakais, Yezidis,
Sunni Muslims and Shabaks, among others, this is an in-depth investigation that reveals how the diﬀerent
communities narrate their beliefs and deal with life and recovery in the aftermath of ISIS. Existing literature on the
religious minorities in Iraq treats them in isolation as if they do not interact. This is the ﬁrst book to show that a strong
network between them operates in the absence of a strong civil society and based on a common desire to coexist,
reconstruct their society and build peace. Over three years, the author visited religious and archaeological sites and
interviewed more than one hundred people between representatives of the religious communities, academics,
activists, politicians, policy makers and refugees. Among them are victims and persecutors, men, women and children,
all who have been overwhelmed by the tragic events of the last few years. The author shows that all these groups are
animated by the same desire for a new, more tolerant society and that their treatment of each other is nurtured by
their shared experience of persecution and oppression.
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THE WORLD OF THE CRUSADES: A DAILY LIFE ENCYCLOPEDIA [2 VOLUMES]
ABC-CLIO Unlike traditional references that recount political and military history, this encyclopedia includes entries on
a wide range of aspects related to daily life during the medieval crusades. • Provides a timeline that gives users a
quick look at the most signiﬁcant events related to the crusades • Presents topical sections as reference entries on
important subjects related to daily life during the crusades • Incorporates an introductory essay into each topical
section to give readers an overview of the section • Oﬀers selections from primary source documents for critical
insights into the crusades • Features suggestions for further reading and a bibliography

PRECIOUS IN THE EYES OF THE LORD
MARTYRDOM IN CHRISTIAN TRADITION
Page Publishing Inc There are many ﬁne published works on the lives and deaths of martyrs and there is no shortage
of information on the martyrs of history. However, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd one source that describes the lives of martyrs in
a comprehensive way. Precious in the Eyes of the Lord: Martyrdom in Christian Tradition presents an account of one
hundred martyrs across history. Beginning with the ﬁrst martyr, Abel in the Old Testament, and concluding with the
Acteal martyrs of Mexico in the late twentieth century, the stories of these men and women not only highlight the
virtues of charity, fortitude, and patriotism but also reveal the love of God in their hearts.

THE CRUSADE OF RAMON LLULL
EVANGELISM AND APOLOGETICS IN THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY
Wipf and Stock Publishers A thirteenth-century priest in the Iberian Peninsula reaches out to Muslims and Jews in order
to convert them to Christianity. This was a time of great conﬂict between the Abrahamic faiths, so any communication
between adherents was usually diﬃcult and sometimes hostile. Ramon Llull believed this theological gap could be
overcome through logic and Scripture.

FRATELLI TUTTI
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ENCYCLICAL ON FRATERNITY AND SOCIAL FRIENDSHIP
Orbis Books

THE THEOLOGY OF LOUIS MASSIGNON
CUA Press In The Theology of Louis Massignon, author Christian Krokus argues that Louis Massignon’s achievements in
Christian-Muslim understanding, his activism on behalf of Muslim immigrants, refugees, and Middle Eastern Christians,
as well as his developing understanding of Islam must be understood in the light of his Catholic convictions in relation
to God, Christ, and the Church. With ample references to primary works, many translated into English for the ﬁrst time,
Krokus oﬀers a comprehensive account of the main points of Massignon’s religious thought that will prove essential to
theologians and historians working on questions of Christian-Muslim dialogue, comparative theology, and religious
pluralism.

FRAGILE WORLD
ECOLOGY AND THE CHURCH
Wipf and Stock Publishers In Fragile World: Ecology and the Church, scholars and activists from Christian communities
as far-ﬂung as Honduras, the Philippines, Colombia, and Kenya present a global angle on the global ecological
crisis—in both its material and spiritual senses—and oﬀer Catholic resources for responding to it. This volume explores
the deep interconnections, for better and for worse, between the global North and the global South, and analyzes the
relationship among the physical environment, human society, culture, theology, and economics—the “integral ecology”
described by Pope Francis in Laudato Si’. Integral ecology demands that we think deeply about humans and the
physical environment, but also about the God who both created the world and sustains it in being. At its root, the
ecological crisis is a theological crisis, not only in the way that humans regard creation and their place in it, but in the
way that humans think about God. For Pope Francis in Laudato Si’, the root of the crisis is that we humans have tried
to put ourselves in God’s place. According to Pope Francis, therefore, “A fragile world, entrusted by God to human
care, challenges us to devise intelligent ways of directing, developing, and limiting our power.”
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LOOKING TO ST. FRANCIS
THE MAN FROM ASSISI AND HIS MESSAGE OF HOPE FOR TODAY
The Word Among Us Press Even before he died, his contemporaries honored Francis, the poor man of Assisi, as a saint.
He has lost none of his appeal for people today—even our new pope has taken the name of this great saint. That’s
because the message of Francis for us is quite simply the message of Jesus. This book looks not only at Francis’ life
and times but also helps us see how we can take on his spirituality in dealing with the challenges in our lives and in
the world today. The authors shed light on Francis’ love of poverty, his rejection of violence, his call to reform the
Church, his reaction to suﬀering, and his sacramental vision of life—all the while challenging us to see how fully living
out the radical call of the gospel gives us joy and answers the problems besetting our world today.

WONDER BEYOND BELIEF
ON CHRISTIANITY
John Wiley & Sons What happens when one of Germany's most important writers, himself a Muslim, immerses himself
in the world of Christian art? In this book, Navid Kermani is awestruck by a religion full of sacriﬁce and lamentation,
love and wonder, the irrational and the unfathomable, the deeply human and the divine – a Christianity that today’s
Christians rarely speak of so earnestly, boldly and enthusiastically. With the open-minded curiosity of a non-believer –
or rather a believer in another faith – Kermani engages with Christian art in its great richness and diversity. The result
is an enchanting reﬂection which reinvests in Christianity both its spectacular beauty and its terror. Kermani struggles
with the cross, falls in love at the sight of Mary, experiences the Orthodox Mass and appreciates the greatness of St
Francis. He teaches us to see the questions of our present-day lives in the pictures of old masters such as Botticelli,
Caravaggio and Rembrandt – not with lectures on art history or theology, but with an intelligent eye for the essential
details and the underlying relations to seemingly remote worlds, to literature and to mystical Islam. Kermani's poetic
school of seeing draws us in as we are carried along by his unique perspective on Christianity, rekindling our interest
in great art at the same time. We are captivated by his unique and brilliant Islamic reading of the West.
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GATEWAYS TO THE DIVINE
TRANSFORMATIVE PATHWAYS OF PRAYER FROM THE HOLY CITY OF JERUSALEM
Wipf and Stock Publishers Step across the threshold and enter diﬀerent spiritual worlds! Discover riches from the
treasury of Jerusalem's religious traditions. Meet ordinary people of the holy city becoming extraordinary as they
explore pathways to the Divine: practitioners of Kabbalah and Suﬁ traditions, Armenian and Syriac prayer, Franciscan
and Orthodox spiritualities. Listen to those who actually live on the Via Dolorosa, the Way of the Cross--their hopes
and heartaches. Experience for yourself the transformative and life-changing potential of their spiritualities in a way
that will enrich and empower you in your own situation and equip you for a greater engagement with spiritual
traditions. This is the invitation of this book and the lure of the gateways of Jerusalem. This resource embraces a
kaleidoscope and mosaic of nationalities and ethnicities and spiritual traditions. Chapters include a short extract from
classic spiritual writers of each tradition so we can engage ﬁrsthand with their spiritual riches. Suggested prayer
exercises encourage us to make this an experiential reading, while questions in each chapter trigger reﬂection in
individual readers or in groups using this as a course. Two concluding chapters identify commonalities and shared
threads amongst the tapestry of religious traditions, and help us to relate the experience of this book to our own
everyday environment.
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